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														Windscreen de-icer test – Polish MOTOR magazine January 2024

							Polish MOTOR magazine tested the effectiveness of Autoland windscreen de-icer spray. 

The Autoland de-icer, quickly and safely removes ice, frost and snow, avoiding scratching the glass and damage caused by a scraper.



The test confirmed the effectiveness and additional advantages of the Autoland product, which perfectly removed a thick layer of ice. Please click here for more details from the article.
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														Summary of the 2023 motoring season

							The ending of the 2023 quadcross season was full of many successful achievements for Kacper Mieszkowski, who our company supports. Last year, the titled quadcross competitor had the opportunity to represent Poland at the international Quadcross of Nations Championships in Italy. Additionally, he won 5th place in the European Quad Motocross Championship and 5th place in the Polish Motocross Championship. We are extremely proud of him, we keep our fingers crossed and wish him good luck in the upcoming 2024 season.

						

					

				

			

			


	
		
            
            	
            		PRODUCTS

            		We have been producing well thought out car care products which have been making drivers’  lives easier, safer and more enjoyable for over the last 30 years. Learn more about their benefits, any feedback from you would be very appreciated by our team.             				                        Click here.
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	                        DASHBOARD WIPES - MATTE FINISH

	                        
	                        

	                        For a “just detailed” finish. Formulated with natural beeswax. Anti-static dust protection.

	                        read more
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			                        LEATHER WIPES - COLOR ENHANCING

			                        
			                        Renew and restore leather’s natural beauty. Protects against cracking and dryness. Contains natural beeswax.



			                        read more
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			                        Wheel Cleaner  

			                        
			                        Cleans brake pad dust and other dirt and grime. Acid-free – wheel and brake system friendly.

			                        read more
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			                        INSECT REMOVER

			                        
			                        360º Action – sprays from any angle. Can be used on all hard surfaces. Leaves no residue.

			                        read more
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			                        MOTORCYCLE WAX

			                        
			                        Restores shine and protects your ride. Easy-to-use.

			                        read more
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						                        Easy-to-use, reliable products for cleaning and caring for your car. Experience the difference yourself.
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						                        Dedicated for car cleaning applications with the highest priority based on the “zero waste” philosophy while still keeping the product performance at the optimum level.

												
							            															Read more
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						                        Our best range of care products for all types of motorbikes from classic to modern super sport. From chain lube, chrome paste to helmet cleaning tissues. 

												
							            																					                        	read more
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						                        Our best winter range – everything you need to continue driving  safely during winter conditions.

												
							            																					                        	read more
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						                        Thoroughly tested high quality products: variuos types of screen wash and coolants for your added protection and comfort.

												
							            																					                        	read more
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            		About us

            		AUTOLAND is a Polish family run company. We have been producing a wide range of quality car care products for over the last 30 years including eco-friendly.
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		                        Discover Autoland

		                        Cleaning and caring for your car becomes a pleasure once you use well thought out and dependable products. We give you easy-to-use, efficient and thoroughly tested range of car care products.

		                        read more

		                    

						

					

                                            			

		

	




	
		
			
            	
            		DO-IT-YOURSELF

            		Whatever you are going to do with cleaning and caring for your car, do it with us. Take advantage of our wide range of efficient and often awarded car care products and enjoy your drive more. If you do not know exactly what to do or are unsure,  how to clean and care for your car,  you will find useful step-by-step tips how to do it here.             				                        Click for further advice.
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		                        Do It Yourself - cleaning and tidying up the interior of your own car

		                        Your car is often like a second home - and just like at home, it should be cleaned regularly. Not only for your own comfort, but also for your health and safety. 1-2 hours using easy-to-use and products make your car interior clean.

		                        read more
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